A-iPower introduces two new generator models with dual fuel options - the SUA5000ED and the SUA12000ED.

Both feature A-iPower's industry-exclusive "Switch-On-Demand" technology. This allows the user to switch from gasoline to propane on the fly and back again if need be. To do this, A-iPower developed a unique electronic "smart" solenoid that opens and closes to route the fuel of choice. The units can be connected to both large and small propane tanks.

The convenience of the propane option:
- Lower emissions + cleaner burning = less maintenance
- Perfect for long-term storage
DUAL FUEL FLEXIBILITY FOR THE COST OF A STANDARD GASOLINE-ONLY GENERATOR!

ALSO NEW FOR 2017 ON BOTH MODELS – flexibility and safety with the addition of 12 VDC USB ready, multifunction port and GFCI outlet protection on 120V outlets

**SUA5000ED**
**DUAL FUEL GENERATOR**

- The SUA5000ED provides 5,000 watts of starting power and 4,000 watts of running power and is equipped with a 223cc/7.5hp OHV engine.
- When running on propane - the SUA5000ED provides 4,500 starting watts and 3,600 running watts.

**SUA12000ED**
**DUAL FUEL GENERATOR**

- The SUA12000ED provides 12,000 watts of starting power and 9,000 watts of running power and is equipped with a 459cc/16hp OHV engine.
- When running on propane - the SUA12000ED provides 10,800 starting watts and 8,100 running watts.
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